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EXT. PEACE ROCK DIVING ROCK AND RIVER - TILDEN TOWNSHIP - PA - 
AFTERNOON

A 30 foot quarry cliff juts out over the Schuylkill River, 
graffitied with a peace sign and other colorful tags. 

A small group of high school and college kids drinking, 
smoking, killing time. 

Kids waiting in line to jump off the cliff. 

Someone jumps. 

The opposite shore - a few kids congratulating each other for 
the jump, brushing the algae off their legs. 

Others on the opposite shore tending a bon fire. 

In the water - people swimming back to the cliff side to try 
the jump again.

SCENE 1

EXT. TOP OF THE ROCK - CONTINUOUS

SASHA, 15, on an unluxurious towel watches VERA, 17 as Vera 
tries not to stare at SAM, 20, engaged in with his friends in 
a group nearby. 

Vera flips onto her stomach and checks her phone. 

Sasha looks off to watch as another kid jumps from the rock, 
then turns her focus back to Vera. 

Vera feels Sasha’s gaze. Vera takes her SCHOOL SWEATSHIRT and 
puts it down as a pillow. 

Sasha studies Vera: her neon green bikini, her breasts, her 
sneakers, her legs, her hair, the water Vera nurses and the 
beer sitting next to her - unopened. 

Vera looks over at Sam again - he drinks, catches her gaze 
once and turns back to his friends.  Sasha notices. 

Vera looks over to Sasha. 

Sasha speaks quietly, has trouble making eye contact.

SASHA
I like your bathing suit. 

Vera regards it. 



VERA
Cool. Thanks. 

VERA (CONT’D)
Do you have a bottle opener?

SASHA
And your shoes. What? No. 
sorry. 

Vera looks back at her phone. 

VERA
What happened to your friend?

Sasha shrugs, looks down. 

VERA (CONT’D)
Didn’t you used to come here with 
that kid?

Sasha avoids eye contact, speaks softly. 

SASHA
My brother. He got a job. 

VERA
He was old enough to get a job?

Sasha nods, blushes. 

VERA (CONT’D)
Sorry that was rude. 

Vera looks at Sam, then back to Sasha who breaks a twig 
against the rock. 

VERA (CONT’D)
You want a beer?

Sasha doesn’t drink. She’s tried it once. She looks up. 

SASHA
Sure. 

Vera looks over at Sam. 

VERA
See the guy in the black t-shirt?

Sasha nods. 

VERA (CONT’D)
Ask him for a lighter. Please. 

Sasha looks at Sam and his friends. 
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SASHA
Ok. 

Vera watches as Sasha walks over to the boys. 
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